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Our mission is to support state government to serve the people of Oregon.



Agenda

Disparity Study Background and Grounding 

Action Plan

RFP Milestones and Timeline Goal

DAS Procurement Equity Team - Path Forward



What is a 
Disparity 
Study?

A disparity study examines and measures inequities within a 
state’s contracting activity.

 The study will document past discrimination in public 
contracting with W/M/SDVBE’s

 The study will examine the extent of the discrimination; and 
provide the basis by which the state can enact race-
conscious and other measures to counteract the specific 
disparities measured in the study.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The primary goal of a statewide Disparity Study is to examine and measure the inequities within a state’s procurement activity. When disparities are found, the disparity study provides satisfaction of court requirements, to “fend off potential challenges, achieve needed societal goals whether real or perceived, and satisfy constituents and interest groups” (Atkinson, McCue & Sagnior, 2021, p235) regarding race-conscious measures within procurement programs at the state level.The study will document past discrimination in public contracting with W/MBE’sThe study will examine the extend of the discrimination; thus the state can enact race-conscious and other measures to counteract the specific disparities measured in the study.



REMEDIES –
REMOVING 
PAST HARM 

Disparity study 
confirms harm, 

determines 
remedies

Agency implements remedies 
(e.g., W/M/SDVBE programs)

Remedies 
equalize 

enough to 
remove the 

harm

In a race-conscious environment, 
a disparity study confirms harm, 
or disparity in contract awards.

The goal calculates the 
proportional remedy to that 
harm.



A GOOD 
DISPARITY 
STUDY 

A good disparity study will:
• Serve as the basis of a legal defense should the 

program be challenged.
• Meet all regulatory requirements related to such 

programs.
• Clearly present evidence to consider in implementing 

a program.
• Provide recommendations regarding program 

administration. 
• Provide education regarding the value and purpose of 

the study, and the findings and recommendations for 
procurement and program management.



Oregon’s 
Disparity 
Study

 State government spends nearly $8 billion each biennium on 
goods, services and construction

 A statewide disparity study has never been conducted

 Oregon is a small business state and state government needs to 
ensure it’s contracting processes are equitable 

 An outside consultant will be hired to conduct the study and 
advise as to the types and dollar values of contracts to include

 Grants are excluded from this study



Oregon’s 
Plan of 
Action

Establish the DAS team

Conduct RFP for Study 
Consultant

Conduct Study and Analyze 
Results



DAS Team

Disparity Study/ Oregon 
Procurement Equity Program 

Manager

Christopher Wilson

Operations and Policy 
Analyst 4: Strategic 
Initiatives Analyst
Deborah Benavidez  

Research Analysts

Dr. Deanna Grimstead, Ph.D

Alexandria Straub

Candance Joyner  

Operations and Policy 
Analyst 2: Procurement 

Equity Analyst

Dr. Michael Muzoora, Ph.D



RFP 
Milestones & 
Timeline

Use of outside expertise to inform the 
scope of work for the RFP to bring on 
the disparity study contractor.

Initial scope of work has been delivered 
to DAS

We met our goal to post the RFP for the 
primary contractor before June 2022.



High level 
Procurement 
Timeline Goal: 
Major 
Milestones

May 18 2022

RFP posts to 
OregonBuys

Late June 2022

RFP closes 

Evaluation begins

July & August 2022

Finalists are 
interviewed

Consultant is selected 

Contract is negotiated

September 2022

Contract completed

Consultant begins 
work

June 2023

Disparity  Study 
complete

Final Study results 
delivered to Oregon. 



Additional 
Actions to 
Support the 
Study 

Partnering with Agencies

Community Engagement

RJC Procurement Recommendations

Data Software

Post Study - Establish Program

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Agency heads, ABSDs, DPOs – standing agenda items Engage the community in the study and in future planning Partner with procurement in implementation of RJC recommendationsIdentify data collection gaps – research possible software solutionsRequested POP – focus areas of future program



Questions?
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